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As if in a dream, I walked with my hands stretched out
into the unknown, still reaching for the more that is Him.
Like the apostle Philip, miraculously sent from
a faraway land, you reached through the haze of
unknown pursuit and firmly took my hand. You were
abundantly clear that the message you bore was not
your own—but from God the Father—to me.
In the brief mentoring season that followed, you
led me step for loving step in the direction He was
calling. Your singular purpose was to speak His
encouragement over every purposeful advance in
my developing faith. His words poured through you
like pure light, fully illuminating the way, the way
of absolute trust in following His Holy Spirit.
I watched in wonder as you removed the
hallowed mantle placed upon your own
shoulders . . . and draped it over mine.
And then, as quickly as you came, you were Spirited
away to your next holy assignment from the Father.
Because of your obedience, this book is dedicated
to God the Father, through Jesus the Son, by
the power of the Holy Spirit, in honor of JLB.
Thank you, dear friend, for this priceless gift.
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Foreword

I love a good story. I bet you do too. Well, you are in luck,
because in these pages, you are in the presence of an eloquent
storyteller. We learn from stories. And in these pages, you
will learn as well. Kim speaks straight to the heart as she
weaves stories of her life with the intricate detail of a master
craftsman. The beauty of the truth—the infinite love of God
and the astoundingly magnificent offer of the Gospel—comes
shining through.
I love learning from men and women who are pursuing
Jesus with all their hearts, hearts that have been captured
by the sacred romance of our great God with His people.
Kim’s heart has been captured, her life humbly surrendered,
and she lives with an intimate communion with the Holy
Spirit that is so alluring. It is an intimacy that we are meant
to experience as well.
Kim follows the instruction of the Holy Spirit to “Pray,
Listen, Do” in such a way that it ignites a fire in my heart
to do the same. We get to hear from God? We get to follow
11
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Foreword

His gentle nudges? We get to live a life of extraordinary
meaning? Yes, we do.
We get to live in the Presence of God every moment of
our lives! How wonderful is that? Dear one, God is present
in your life. He is present in this very moment, and He is
present in these pages.
Read them and be invited to the wildest adventure of
all—living moment by moment in partnership with the most
wonderful Person you will ever know.
Stasi Eldredge, bestselling author, Becoming Myself;
co-author (with John Eldredge), Captivating
and Love and War
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Preface

Recently, I took a dozen of my women staff to a remote
waterfall in the Pacific Northwest. The rain did not stop us
from enjoying the short serpentine hike that wound through
a glorious temporal rainforest. Every shade of green was on
display. Each bough, blade and branch was adorned with a
dazzling array of droplets.
Without warning, the meandering trail led to an abrupt
cliff. A very narrow bridge spanned a plunging chasm. The
bridge—only 3 feet wide and 240 feet long—was hanging suspended from heavy cables. It dangled precariously in midair
about a hundred feet above a second adjoining river below.
Because the bridge was suspended, every step produced
movement. Lots of steps equaled lots of movement. Although
the bridge was intriguing, what fascinated me most was how
the beauty and power of the falls could not be seen—unless
you dared to walk out onto the swaying bridge.
Each of my team encountered the bridge crossing in a
unique way. Some could not wait to see how much they could
rock it, while others crawled across with a white-knuckled
13
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Preface

grip on the railing. No matter what she experienced, everyone
who crossed was highly aware of the vulnerability in this
place and the need to trust the way. Each understood that she
could never truly experience the waterfall until she crossed
the dangling bridge and hiked down to the base, where the
water thundered onto the rocks.
Once at the bottom of the chasm, we dared to walk out
onto a slippery peninsula of stony basalt. This black protrusion enabled us to reach within twenty feet of where the
waterfall crashed into the canyon floor. Prior heavy rains had
turned the falls into a roaring wall of water that produced so
much concussive force that its vibration could be felt inside
your chest. Pure white authority fell with such might that it
created a backwind powerful enough to carry the splash and
spray straight back up into the atmosphere. In minutes, we
were soaked all the way through every piece of clothing we
wore. It was awe-inspiring.
Not until the return trip back over the high swaying bridge
did the Lord start to give clarity.
God’s plan was never for us to observe Him from a safe
distance, tucked away in a dry, comfortable place. I have
already done that for a season of my life. He is not looking
for “spiritual tourists.”
Not only does God want us to know about Him, but He
desires for us to want to experience Him—to be soaked all the
way through by His presence, to move so close to Him that
we feel the vibration of His heart beating within our own.
He beckons us to pursue Him beyond our circumstances,
beyond our emotions, beyond our comfort and beyond our
logic. God wants us to trust Him enough to follow the leadership of His Spirit across the tenuous bridge of our human
understanding and into the glorious mystery that is Him.
14
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Preface

His love draws us to walk over what looks impossible—far
beyond our comfort and our control—while suspended only
by our trust in Him.
He is calling each of us to move through our fear and
pride and to cross the swaying bridge of our unknown into
the wonder of His all-known.
An African pastor by the name of Surprise declares, “The
Holy Spirit is like a great and mighty river. You do not tell
the river where to go. No, you do not do this. Instead, you
jump into the river . . . and you go where He takes you.”
The wild beauty and glory of our God is calling as He
encourages us to run and jump into the awesome adventure
of His ever-flowing Spirit.
Nothing within the reaches of human understanding can
contain anything that He is. All He is, is unstoppable, uncontainable, unfathomable and untamable. God beckons any
heart who will dare to trust Him into the extreme realm of
His miraculous presence. He is not calling us to fully understand Him—He is calling us to fully trust Him.
This trust draws us to move beyond the seemingly safe
viewpoint of observing Him from afar and to travel deeper
into His presence. In this hallowed and wild place, we will
see His face reflected in the miraculous—we will experience
the limitless nature of our untamable God.
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Introduction

While teaching at a women’s conference in the Pacific Northwest, I did my best to connect with the participants between
messages. Some wanted to share their own personal adventures of how their lives were similar to mine. Some wanted to
lay their burdens down. Some wanted to pray. Many wanted
their books to be signed.
I was engaged in a lively conversation with a group of
women when another individual came rushing up. She
reached in over the heads of those around me and exclaimed,
“My friend might not be able to come today. She wanted
to make sure that you signed her book.” I noticed that the
messenger was out of breath. She had been running; this
was important. Still seated among the group, I balanced the
tattered copy of Hope Rising on my knee.
While raising my pen over the page, I was stopped by the
Holy Spirit. My prayer was little more than, Lord, what is
it? What do You want to say to this daughter?
What flowed across the page beneath my pen was the
worst gushy, greeting card–type poem ever written. It read
something like:
19
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I love you more than all the stars in the sky.
I love you more than all the sand by the sea.
All this love combined . . .
is the love we share . . . you and me.

Oh, my goodness, Lord. You can’t be serious. This is terrible. The woman who owns this book is going to think I’m
an idiot. I’ve never even seen her, and I’m writing a gagatrocious poem about never-ending love?
I handed the book back to its courier. Once she grasped
it, I held on for an instant, thinking, I can still rip that page
out. Lord, this is only making a fool out of both of us.
As if in X-ray, I saw a flash of a Y shape. Intuitively, I knew
one path led toward my pride, the other toward doing the
will of my God.
I let the book go.
My thoughts ricocheted back to, God embarrassing . . .
us? Then my own heart started to speak. Kim, how about
if you own this and call it what it is? You were hesitant to
embarrass yourself. God is never embarrassed by His plan.
He’s God. He’s never embarrassed—period.
There, among the chatting women, I confessed my prideful
heart silently before the Lord.
The conference concluded in the late afternoon. One at a
time, I worked my way through the final line of those who
wished for a hug, a prayer, a word of encouragement or
a signature on a book. Within this beautiful procession of
women, I noticed a woman. She was completely wrecked,
crying uncontrollably while clutching a book to her chest.
She stood hunched at the very end of the row.
Smiling, I caught her eye and pointed at her, communicating that I saw her and did not want her to leave. She nodded
20
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in haggard response. It took another 45 minutes to work my
way to this distraught soul.
As the distressed woman stepped forward, I studied her.
She was a mess. Her eyes were red and swollen; her cheeks
and blouse were soaked with tears. Deep waves of emotion
swept over her, causing her entire body to tremble. Whatever
had rocked her was doing so at a foundational level.
Now, pressed against her chest was a copy of Hope Rising. She opened her mouth as if to speak, but said nothing.
All that came out was an awkward attempt at stifling a sob.
I watched in silence as a fresh flood of tears streamed down
her face. Still gripping the small book to her chest, she opened
the front cover.
Oh, my dear Lord! It’s the “terrible poem” book. Before
I could stop it, a reflex thought flickered across my mind.
Great, it was so bad you made her cry.
Finally, when her words came to the surface, her voice
carried those words on wings of pure astonishment. Her
tear-filled eyes widened as she spoke. “How did you know?
How did you know? How did you know!”
Her incredulous gaze filled the gap between us.
When she spoke again, her voice was thin and small. She
sounded like a child who was waking up from a bad dream
and was only now daring to emerge from beneath the covers of her trauma. Again, she asked, “How did you know?”
I shook my head in vague comprehension of her question.
Still holding the open book flat against her chest, without
looking down, she pointed at the message. “This . . . this is
what my mother used to pray over me . . . every night . . .
when I was a child. Kim, how could you know this?”
She continued, “My mother just died, and I’m so lost
without her. I feel so alone. I have been praying to Jesus and
21
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asking Him—if He’s real—to please show me in a way that
I know that He sees me, that He knows my heartache, that
He loves . . . me.” Her gaze fell to the floor.
I stooped down to catch her line of sight and looked up
into her face. “And now, my friend, you know that He sees
you. You know that you’re not alone. You know that He
loves . . . you.”
The answer to the grieving woman’s request of the Lord
did not come from me—I could not have known it. I did not
learn it through a college education, degree program or clinical
certification. I was not endowed with this knowledge through
any church group, small group, home group or local fellowship.
The response came through a simple individual who did
a simple thing—believe in God when He calls us to trust in
His Spirit, the Spirit who leads into all truth. The answer of
faith came from the One who knows all things—God the
Father. The one-and-only love that redeems was purchased
by Jesus Christ the Son. And the clear message of hope was
delivered through the utterance of the Holy Spirit.
But you have received the Holy Spirit, and he lives within you,
so you don’t need anyone to teach you what is true. For the
Spirit teaches you everything you need to know, and what he
teaches is true—it is not a lie. So just as he has taught you,
remain in fellowship with Christ.
1 John 2:27

Friend, God’s will is not hidden from those who seek it.
He has made a way for us not only to know His will but to
know Him—by relying on His Spirit within us.
He wants us to trust Him enough to obey Him.
When we do this, we become the vessels through which
He releases His purpose. The beauty, power and authority
22
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of His Spirit, the Holy Spirit, pours through us and into
our present environment. Quite literally, when we discipline
ourselves to obey His voice, we release His will on earth as
it is in heaven.
This is when we will see and experience—literally live
within—the loving, glorious, untamable nature of our God.
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1

Wild Simplicity

Carefully determine what pleases the Lord.
Ephesians 5:10

Jesus, may Your love within me—transform the world around
me—for Your glory.
Our purpose in this life is pretty straightforward.
Jesus said that the greatest thing we can do is love God
and love each other. Yet often, as straightforward as this
instruction is, our following footsteps seem to gum up in
the mud of, Am I going the right way? Am I doing the right
thing? Am I in the right place? We get caught in the “analysis to paralysis” of looking down instead of up. When our
focus gets tangled in the weeds of challenge, it is easy for us
to rely on ourselves instead of God. From this perspective,
God is not truly God of our life—we are. While stuck in this
trap, we are relying on ourselves for worth, value, love and
27
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Encountering His Effortlessness

position. From this place, nothing about us is anointed; it is
appointed by our own sinful heart.
When our gaze lingers in a downward position, we get
increasingly bound up in our circumstances. But when our
gaze lingers in an upward position, we are led by His love
and not rocked by the conditions we face.
The mission field is where we are, never where we go. The
ministry of love is measured by our understanding of who
we are in Him, not what we do for others. Genuine doing
is the natural overflow of genuinely knowing who we are in
Him, not the other way around.
Loving God and loving people—that is what He designed
us to do. How that looks will be as unique as the face of
everyone who calls Jesus Lord.
We will never fully understand the perfect balance of what
God is doing in and through us. And I am grateful that He
does not command us to understand or “see” His master
plan; He asks us merely to trust Him for it—and that is not
hard.
Often, my wise sister has encouraged me with this simple
truth: “If you don’t like the current picture of your situation,
it only means that God isn’t finished yet.”
God isn’t finished yet.
Every life is a masterpiece in process—and we can trust
Him for every perfect brushstroke.
Trusting God for Every Step of His Master Plan in You

One of my all-time favorite movie moments takes place in
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. The hero must save
those he loves by crossing a bottomless chasm. It is too far to
jump, and time is running out. So, choosing faith, he places
28
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Wild Simplicity

his hand over his heart, closes his eyes and leans forward
into oblivion. The audience gasps as his foot strikes a stone
bridge so perfectly camouflaged that it was invisible. There
was always a way, but he could not see it.
The simplicity of following our wild God is like that.
We might not always see the way, but it is always there.
If we are willing to trust Him, to walk forward in faith, believing that every step is developing His design within and
through us, we will see the brushstrokes of His perfect plan.
In 1995, my husband, Troy, and I founded Crystal Peaks
Youth Ranch. Our ministry has a fourfold mission: Rescue
the Equine, Mentor the Child, Offer Hope for the Family
and Empower the Ministry. Throughout the past several
decades, we have been involved in the rescue of more than
three hundred horses. We serve about five thousand visitors
each year, most of whom are children, completely free of
charge. We help support struggling families with the hope
of Jesus. And we have had the incredible joy of shouldering
into existence approximately two hundred new ranch ministries throughout the United States and Canada, and over
a dozen in foreign nations.
A few years ago, our ranch rescued a young golden mare
with a severe wound on her left shoulder. Radiating from
a central impact point were three very deep gashes, each
measuring six inches in length. It appeared that at one time
the injury had been closed with dozens of staples, nearly all
of which had failed. The hideous result was a large chunk
of exposed muscle, gaping wide for all to see.
The mare was brought to our attention when the family
of her elderly owner contacted us. Through their grief, they
shared how their father had not come in for dinner one night.
When they went out to locate him, they discovered his lifeless
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body in her corral. He had passed away of natural causes
in one of the places he treasured most—beside his horse.
Found carefully standing over him was his beloved golden
mare. She appeared also to be grieving the loss of the one
who loved her most.
With no one left to manage her wounds, the distraught
family asked if we could continue the mare’s care and give
her a new home. That day, the grieving mare came to live
at Crystal Peaks.
We decided to name the mare Alulla because her resulting scar is somewhat star shaped. Over the years, Alulla has
struggled with several unrelated lameness issues that have
often kept her out of our riding program. Yet, in the hope
that she would pull through and make a fine children’s horse,
we have continued to keep her at the ranch. With space at a
premium for rideable horses, I often wondered if the ranch
was the right home for her.
But God’s portrait was not finished yet.
Releasing the Power of the Spirit through “Pray,
Listen, Do”

Not long ago, I needed to pick up some picture frames for
a project I had yet to finish. I’m learning—learning—to
practice simplicity in following the Lord. Because my head
works in simple ways, I like simple reminders such as, “Pray,
listen, do.”
With intention, I invite the Holy Spirit to lead, I listen
for His answer and then I do what He says. Simple, right?
Lord, where should I go to buy frames today? I prayed as
I climbed into my truck.
His answer was strangely immediate: Goodwill.
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I was thrilled. Goodwill is like a giant yard sale all the
time. I love it.
An hour later I was shopping the affordable aisles of the
local Goodwill store. Then, having quickly found several
frames, I made my way to the counter.
Not yet resounded in my heart.
I stopped and prayed again. With no instant answer, I took
a few nondirected steps around the store. Then I realized
this would be a great time to look for a few items of clothing for an upcoming speaking tour in a very warm climate.
With little delay, I found a top and a pair of board shorts
that would work well.
While moving back toward the checkout counter, again I
heard a very clear, Not yet.
Okay, Lord, what else? I thought as I walked back toward
the center of the store. Slowly, I had a strong sense that I
needed to go look at picture frames again. Now, digging
thoroughly through the stacks, I discovered a true treasure
for my antique-loving heart. It was a small, very old frame
with a rounded cover glass to make the picture slightly magnified and easier to see. Thank You, Lord. This is beautiful,
I thought as I added it to my basket.
For a third time, I made my way to the checkout counter.
Then I looked up at the rafters and asked, Now?
This time, I felt nothing but release. I realized it was time
to purchase the random treasures I had found, so I moved
into the next-in-line position.
Immediately, I heard the lone cashier declare to the customer in front of me, “Oh, I don’t know how to do this
transaction. I’ll need to get the manager.” With a slightly
flustered cry for help, she called for another employee to come
up and assist me and the rapidly growing line of customers.
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From somewhere behind me appeared the relief checker.
She was a small twentysomething woman with bright-red
hair and striking blue eyes. In her hasty fluster to get to the
checkout counter, she cut in front of me forcefully, nearly
knocking my basket out of my hands. It did not take a genius
to recognize that she was mad.
In a terse, monotone voice, she asked, “Did you find everything you needed?” It was not really a question; it sounded
more like, Back off, lady! I’m not in the mood to deal with you!
A ringing phone stole her attention away before I could
answer. While she spoke on the phone, I had a moment to
study her. Even though her voice and demeanor belied that
she was tired and frustrated, she was still a stunning beauty.
The name tag on her blue work smock read, “Angel.”
She slammed the phone down with so much force that it
sounded like a shotgun. Again, she turned to me and asked
in the same emotionless tone, “Did you find everything you
needed?”
Hoping she would not beat me with the phone, I ventured
an explanation. “Actually, I found more than what I came
for. I found some clothing that I’ll need for an upcoming
speaking event.”
Without glancing up she continued, “Great! So . . . what
d’ya speak on?”
“Well,” I began, “I get to speak about hope.” And then I
shared a brief explanation of how Crystal Peaks Youth Ranch
rescues and rehabilitates horses. We then pair them with
hurting kids for free. We also provide support for families
and have assisted more than two hundred other ranches like
ours into existence around the world.
Still with no eye contact, her dutiful response was little
more than a short, exhaled, “Huh.”
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Feeling lost in a superficial exchange about hope, I asked
the Holy Spirit, What do You want me to say to her?
Before the answer came, her rising frustration breached
what was left of her fragile restraint. She stood up straight,
rocked back on her heels and all but shouted, “I’m so glad
you talk to people about hope ’cause I’m sick and tired of
the fact that nobody takes responsibility for anything they
do anymore. Nobody! And I’m just sick of it! I’m sick of it!”
With my hair blown back and my eyebrows closer to the
ceiling, the question I had asked the Lord still hung between
us. Then came His reply: Beloved, I want you to point-blank
her with what I’ve done for you.
Jesus, what? Are You kidding me? This girl just yelled in
my face! Lord, she’s mad. She’s not going to receive it. Trust
me. Even the guy waiting behind me is mad. Seriously, Lord,
this isn’t the right time!
My scrambling resistance about timing was met with an
internal silence—His smiling exclamation point on His original request.
In seconds, trust broke through resistance. A decision was
made to jump into the river of the Holy Spirit and go where
He wanted to flow.
Okay . . . I’m goin’ in!
Leaning into the plow of “pray, listen, do,” I looked directly at her fuming blue eyes. Before I spoke, my silent prayer
was, Holy Spirit, lead me.
“Angel, I agree with you that everyone needs hope in their
lives. I’ll never forget the day I found genuine hope. I was
nine years old. It was the same day that my dad murdered
my mother and then killed himself. In my grief, I cried out
to Jesus—the Author of hope—and He’s been in my heart
ever since.”
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Angel reacted as if she had suddenly been struck by an
unseen arrow.
She stiffened instantly while drawing in a quick breath.
Her previous passive glance in my direction crashed to the
floor. With her shoulders drawn up toward her ears, she did
not move; she did not breathe. She stood frozen in place,
seemingly locked in time.
It felt as if minutes had gone by. Gradually, she began to
exhale. Her small shoulders returned to a normal level. In
what looked like slow motion, her eyes rose to meet mine.
When our gazes locked, her eyes were flooding with liquid
sorrow. Before a word was spoken, two huge tears streaked
down her cheeks. She began to speak. Her voice was scarcely
audible. It was no longer the monotone drone of a frustrated
woman. It was the high, broken plea of a little girl.
“When I was twelve,” she began, barely audible, “I saw
my mom kill herself right in front of me.” Her nostrils flared
hard. She fought to stifle a sob. Then she continued with no
voice at all, “I’ve never told that to anybody.”
Without a word, I opened my arms in the universal gesture of, This hug’s for you. Not waiting to go around the
counter, she launched straight over it—right into my arms.
Collapsing into the embrace of a complete stranger in the
checkout line of a Goodwill store, a little brokenhearted girl
was introduced to Jesus’ love.
The Holy Spirit will always lead toward truth. And when
truth is revealed, there is freedom.
I held her for a long time, whispering encouragements
from one former orphan to another.
It was within that moment that a beautiful piece of God’s
profound picture dropped into my view. I leaned back from
my new friend so I could look into her face.
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“Angel, I would love to have you come to my ranch. I have
a very special horse that I’d like you to meet. I think that the
two of you might understand each other perhaps better than
anyone could understand either one of you.”
Her eyes were leveled on mine. Although still wet with
tears, her eyes looked profoundly different. They looked . . .
hopeful.
I continued, “Not long ago our ranch rescued a horse
that watched the one person on this earth that she loved the
most die right in front of her. When her master’s body was
discovered in her corral, she was standing over him. Even
though she could not stop what happened, she still loved
him very much.”
The young woman before me nodded wordlessly in subconscious understanding.
Continuing to tell Angel about herself through Alulla, I
proceeded, “She’s a precious horse that just needs someone
to help her know that she’s going to be okay. Do you think
you can help me with that?”
Still trying to process all that had happened, Angel blinked
her beautiful eyes a few times before she responded quietly,
“Yes . . . I would love that.”
After a quick exchange of contact information, I walked
out of the Goodwill store with my bag full of treasures. I
glanced back at the real treasure standing behind the counter.
She was demure, yet beaming with an unmistakable radiance.
“I’ll see you soon,” I called to her.
“Yes, you will,” she called back.
Climbing into my truck, I realized how our all-knowing
God had woven horrific threads from my life into something
beautiful, something redeeming. It was His plan all along to
seam together the loss of my parents, reaching out to Jesus
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and the rescue of a wounded, brokenhearted horse into fabric
that would enfold around and bring comfort to a wounded,
brokenhearted girl.
My sister was right. If we do not like the current picture of
our situation—the painful parts of our life—it only means
that God is not finished yet. As the Master Artist, He does
not waste a single brushstroke . . . ever.
“For we are God’s masterpiece. He has created us anew
in Christ Jesus, so we can do the good things he planned for
us long ago” (Ephesians 2:10).
So we can do those good things He planned for us long ago.
Our pain always has a purpose, but only when we give it
to Him—all of it. When we keep our pain, it hurts. When
we give our pain to Jesus, He is the One who makes it into
something beautiful, something that can become the healing bridge from the brokenhearted to His heart. Only Jesus
can do that.
There are no coincidences. His plans for you were forged
long ago. In God’s hands, not a day of your pain is ever
wasted. In His timing, He will use every single one—if you’re
willing to trust Him while you walk with Him toward the
completion of the masterpiece He is painting within you.
It is so easy to get entangled in all the “purpose” questions
about life. But the Spirit of the living God leads each of us
into “all truth” (John 16:13).
You want to know God’s will for your life? Easy. You pray,
you listen, you do (see Colossians 4:2; John 8:47; Ephesians
2:10).
This is the wild simplicity of our God.
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Prayer

Lord Jesus,
I acknowledge that I wasn’t created to live in my
pain—I was created to live in Your presence.
I understand that my pain, when given completely to
You, has a powerful purpose that gives You glory. I also
understand that my pain, when kept in the dungeon of
my soul, has an equally powerful purpose that steals
Your glory.
In this moment, Holy Spirit, show me every painful
thing that still resides within my heart. Reveal all that
I haven’t fully surrendered to You. Now, before You, I
name them all.
In this moment, remove my pain, precious Lord, and
fill the void with Your presence. Take what the enemy
meant to destroy me with, and transform it into the
very thing that will give the suffering souls around me
life—Your life!
Jesus, heal my eyes. Help me to see my past as You
see it—a strategic, beautiful, fiery forge that created
within me Your loving and powerful weapons of war.
Help me know that as hard as my past has been, it’s
what You’ve used to develop within me Your power
to reach the lost with Your saving grace . . . and that’s
pain worth enduring.
Fully armed with a heart overflowing with Your healing love, lead me out into the world. Right now, I raise
the banner of “pray, listen, do” over every minute of
my life. On this day, I choose to forever embrace the
wild simplicity that is You. Amen.
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